
Notes on Contributors:

DON W. DUCKSON, JR., teaches geography at Frostburg State College, Frostburg, Maryland,
and has appeared in Names before, "ToponymicGenerics in Maryland (28.3: 1980, 163-169).
CELIA MILLWARD spent much of 1981 teaching in China. Two of her graduate students from
China, LIN ZIYU and ZHU BIN, collaborated on the comparative article, place-naming in Chinese
and in English. Readers on the Editorial Board praised the article strongly for its comparative
information and style. Professor Millward teaches at Boston University and has promised us an
article on ski-trail naming. BETTY S. PHILLIPS, 3553 North Hills Rd., Murrysville, PA 15668,
continues to study directional territories. Another such area is North Country, New York, which so
far is claimed to be north of a straight line from Alexandria Bay to the Vermont border. WILBUR
ZELINSKY has published many articles on place names in the United States, both in Names and
elsewhere. He was the speaker at the First Plenary Session of the XIVth Internation Congress of
Onomastic Sciences, Ann Arbor, "By Their Names You Shall Know Them: An Onomastic
Approach to the American Land and Ethos," to be published in the Proceedings. Our reviewers
include HAMILL KENNY, KELSIE B. HARDER, and ROBERT M. RENNICK. Dr. Kenny's
review article is a reminder that much more needs to be done in the area of Indian names. The
Special Issue on Indian names [Vol. 15, No.3] is an issue still much in demand. Dr. Rennick has
contributed many articles and reviews to Names, his article on "obscene" names still the most-often
requested article published in Names. His articles on name changing and on Hitler have been well
received, the one on Hitler being another article requested often. His text on Kentucky place names
is in press. His address: 312 Riverside Drive, Prestonsburg, KY 41653.
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